Gm tbi iac wiring diagram

First you need to go to junk yard and pull the engine EFI harness or complete system if you can.
There will be a lot of extra things, don't worry about them now grab it all as whole as you can.
Couple things under dashboard are going to be near impossible and get all of, one is wire to
VSS sensor if it is in the speedometer. Another is wiring to ALDL port, grab as much as you can
and cut, we'll get it all connected later. One wire goes all the way to fuyel tank for EFI fuel pump
grab as much as you want. Pin by pin on the harness is listed below but you should really have
a set of diagrams. Lay the harness out on your work bench and have each sensor plugged into
the harness, then trace each wire back to the ECM connector, you will be able to separate a lot
of uneeded wires, consult wiring diagrams. Once you have each wire identified and layed out,
then you can set it up on the engine and start tailoring it to fit your engine. Placement of the
sensors will determine wire length. Most stock harnesses are plenty long and only need to be
shortened or wrapped and bundled. Use good wiring practices here, crimp connectors are just
going to fail someday, solder or use connector without plastic cover and slightly crimp to hold
wire in place but then solder. Solder and shrink wrap are permanent. Basics to Conversion
wiring: I run 2 relays. I use the basic 30 amp aux lighting relays from the parts store. If the
harness came with the factory fuel pump relay than I retain that relay. If not I use the 2nd 30 amp
relay for the fuel pump. Since it is only used to turn the relays on there is less draw on the stock
30 year old scout wiring. I don't run the ign from the switch. Due to voltage drop from the old IH
wiring. I run all switched from the key "on" position 12vdc thru the relay. If you use a bosch
style relay here are the pins: There are several different versions of the relay out there so look at
the pin numbers before you buy one. Using factory relays like fuel pump relays are cheap and
easy Did you print them yet? Pin C is the ground wire. Pin D is your 12V from a fuse. This is
normally tied to the org wires B1 and C It is the same that provides the bat 12V to the ECM. Pin
B is the output of the relay going to the Fuel Pump or any other load you have connected to it.
Now the pin letters may not be exactly the same as this diagram. That's not important. If you
follow the diagram here and the description and just match it up to the diagram on your relay!!!
If you look really close you can see they are labeled. There are also numbers on the plug for
each pin. Here's a list of the pins but they are also on the wiring diagrams above. This is a
ground to turn on the light. Can be tied with D1. Goes to engine ground. A11 and A12 are also
solder connected in ECM. Use them all as grounds or you risk grounding issues. GM did not
add these because they are not needed. Some guys make short cuts, don't mess with
perfection! B1- orn- 12v fused from battery. Use an inline fuse on this. It also ties into C This
one ties into several places, the fuel pump, the relay, and the ecm. When the relay is on it sends
12v thru this wire to turn on the fuel pump, at the same time it tells the ECM the fuel pump is on.
There are ways to run without Knock Sensor circut but it is a good option, can save your motor
and great for tuning! If not used, tie this wire to C14 the 5v reference. This will fool the system
sometimes but you will need to program the chip to prevent the SES light from coming on. B8dk grn- AC signal. Just tie it to the wire going to the AC clutch or on board air compressor or
winch etc Manual trans does not have this wire. It adjust the amount of air that is bypassed
around the butterflies to adjust the idle speed. Goes to the small terminal of the starter. Tells the
ECM you are trying to start the engine. Hook to starter wire that is hot only when key in crank
position. C grn- inj B ground signal. D2- blk- Sensor ground. To eng block or head. This is the
wire that has a plug near the distr that you disconnect to set your timing. D6- Tan- O2 ground to
engine. These pages will always be updated with new information! For more information check
out links to forums. BCC Find. TBI Conversion. TBI Wiring. Chip Programming. EFI Dictionary.
Fuel Injection Forum. TunerPro Talk. EFI Write ups. When it's all done and it's running go back
and reinstall the plastic loom over all the harness. You could be a specialist who wants to try to
find references or address existing troubles. Or you are a trainee, or perhaps even you that
simply wish to know about Chevy Tbi Wiring Harness Diagram. Whatever you are, we try to
bring the material that matches just what you are seeking. You may originate from a search
engine, after that find this internet site. This topic is a great deal of individuals browsing online,
consequently we accumulate pictures from numerous dependable resources and understand in
their field. The results of the aggregation are uploaded on this internet site. Below are a few of
the leading drawings we get from different resources, we hope these images will be useful to
you, as well as ideally really appropriate to exactly what you desire concerning the Chevy Tbi
Wiring Harness Diagram is. This image we have filtered from good generate the very best
image, but what do you believe? We intend to make a site beneficial for lots of people. If the
photo above is not extremely clear, please click the picture you want to expand, then you will
certainly be required to one more page to display a more clear and bigger picture, you will also
be presented details from gambvar. Below this site there is additionally a Chevy Tbi Wiring
Harness Diagram image gallery, if the image above is inadequate for you. Tags: chevy tbi wiring
diagram. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. The number of IAC "steps" is user set in a 10

element coolant temperature table. The code works as follows: At startup, the motor retracts
fully wide open, fastest idle. This becomes the 0 position. It then begins to close gradually with
coolant temperature. In order for this to work you have to know the full range of the motor,
which you will have to experiment with by plugging in the motor without it being installed,
turning on the ignition, and watching the motor. Then turn it off and keep increasing IACStart,
turn on ignition until the full range of motion is seen. It is steps for the GM motor used for
testing, but people will have to calibrate their own motors, since its also a function of what kind
of enclosure the motor sits in. You can hold the motor and enclosure and view the pintle closing
on the seat. This will guarantee the motor always fully opens, regardless of what position it
starts out at, but you don't want to make the number so large that the motor keeps spinning a
long time on its fully opened stop position. IACStart does not need to be exact. If a motor moves
say exactly steps to go from completely open to completely closed, then you make IACStart say
, and this is what you also specify in the table of steps vs. This will all take place in about a
second, probably before the engine ever fires. Then the motor will slowly move to the closed
position as the coolant gets hot, which can be if that is what is in your table of step vs. But in
fact it will be closed when it reaches step , but this is just a tuning issue, you can adjust the
steps in the table however you like. If the idle is too fast when you reach temperature, just
increase the number of steps in the table. If this does no good, then it means the motor is truly
closed and you have to back off the throttle plates. The number of steps to go from fully open to
closed is a user input, from 1 to steps, although it can be made larger than that if needed.
General Motors idle-air-control IAC valves are used on both throttle body and multi-port
fuel-injected engines to regulate idle speed. Other manufacturers may have other, though
similar, names for the stepper controlled idle air bypass system. You just add the O-ring style
IAC valve with and wire it up. Dimensions are: 2. The stepper motor drives a pintle valve to
control the amount of air bypassing the throttle plates. The pintle valve is on a worm gear,
rotation of the stepper motor moves it in and out. At any time, one coil is 'enabled' and can
rotate the pintle in either direction, the other coil is in a neutral position will not cause the pintle
to rotate. The opposite polarity on coil A will turn it in the opposite direction. This allows more
air to enter into the engine. Likewise, to decrease the idle speed, the pintle is moved closer to
its seat. Unlike the stepper motors used by GM and Chrysler, the Ford units only have two
terminals and one winding. The idle speed is controlled by applying varying duty cycle
percentages. Two GM style motors are available. On type screws into the throttle body as a unit.
The screw-in type IAC has a M20 x 1. One example of an application for the screw-in IAC is a
Corvette. It is attached to the throttle body with two small machine screws. One body provides
two hose barbs so air can be plumbed with hoses to both sides of your air door. The other body
is to be wrapped in an air filter and connected downstream of the throttle with one hose.
General Motors throttle bodies often have a separate mount housing for the IAC that could be
adapted as well. Modern IACs are generally a form of stepper motor. Stepper motors are found
widely in modern electronics, such as in printers and scanners, etc. Lacking a label on the
motor, you can generally tell the two apart by feel when no power is applied. Permanent magnet
motors tend to "cog" as you twist the rotor with your fingers, while variable reluctance motors
almost spin freely although they may cog slightly because of residual magnetization in the
rotor. You can also distinguish between the two varieties with an ohmmeter. Variable reluctance
motors usually have three sometimes four windings, with a common return, while permanent
magnet motors usually have two independent windings, with or without center taps.
Center-tapped windings are used in unipolar permanent magnet motors. For both permanent
magnet and variable reluctance stepping motors, if just one winding of the motor is energized,
the rotor under no load will snap to a fixed angle and then hold that angle until the torque
exceeds the holding torque of the motor, at which point, the rotor will turn, trying to hold at
each successive equilibrium point. Unipolar stepping motors 5 or 6 wire are usually wired as
shown in the schematic below, with a center tap on each of two windings. In use, the center
taps of the windings are typically wired to the positive supply, and the two ends of each winding
are alternately grounded to reverse the direction of the field provided by that winding. Typical
bipolar steppers have 4 leads, connected to two isolated coils in the motor. These are the most
common in automotive applications. Bipolar permanent magnet and hybrid motors are
constructed with exactly the same mechanism as is used on unipolar motors, but the two
windings are wired more simply, with no center taps. Thus, the motor is simpler but the drive
circuitry needed to reverse the polarity of each pair of motor poles is more complex. A bipolar
stepper motor has two coils. The leads to both coils are brought out to the harness with 4 wires.
If you energize one coil the rotor will rotate to a position aligned with that coil. If you energize
the second coil the rotor will rotate a little bit to be aligned between the two coils. If you turn off
the first coil the rotor will rotate a little more to line up directly with the second coil. If you

energize the first coil again with the opposite polarity of the first time the rotor will rotate a little
more, and so on. Each pulse results in specific amount of rotation of the motor. The motor can
be made to spin either direction by changing the polarity of the pulses. On GM IAC steppers, the
one coil usually has blue wires leading to it, the other coil has green wires. The schematic
below shows how such a motor is wired. The drive circuitry for such a motor requires a
separate H-bridge control circuit for each winding. An H-bridge allows the polarity of the power
applied to each end of each winding to be controlled independently. Therefore, to reverse the
direction of the field produced by a motor winding, we need to reverse the current through the
winding. We could use a double-pole double throw switch to do this electro-mechanically; the
electronic equivalent of such a switch is called an H-bridge and is outlined below: To activate
Forward mode , switches A and D are closed. To activate Reverse mode , switches B and C are
closed. ICs specifically designed to drive bipolar steppers are available. One problem with the
basic transistor H-bridge circuit is that with a certain combination of input values both '1's the
result is that the power supply feeding the motor becomes shorted by the transistors. A small
XOR logic circuit can be added to keep both inputs from being seen as '1's by the transistors. A
characteristic of H-bridge circuits is that they have electrical "brakes" that can be applied to
slow or even stop the motor from spinning freely when not moving under control by the driver
circuit. This is accomplished by essentially shorting the coil s of the motor together, causing
any voltage produced in the coils by during rotation to "fold back" on itself and make the shaft
difficult to turn. The faster the shaft is made to turn, the more the electrical "brakes" tighten.
This is the most common type, it holds its position if not powered, and is difficult to turn by
hand. Required if your stepper 'free wheels' when you spin its pintle un-powered with your
hand. This is sometimes helpful if your IAC operation is erratic. This is the time the current is
applied for each 'step' of the stepper motor, and can be set from 2. Typically this is to steps.
Cranking Position IACcrankpos : During cranking, extra air may be useful in the same way as
extra fuel in cranking pulses. The table value for the starting temperature may be fine after the
engine has started up, but during cranking more power may be needed, especially if the starting
temperature is cold. To provide this, you can input a step position that provides a larger than
normal air opening during cranking. See the diagram below If this feature is not desired, Just
set 'Cranking Position' to a value higher than any table value. Then the table value will always
be used since it provides more opening. Higher values give a higher idle for longer periods,
which can improve starting performance. It refers to the amount something must change before
something else will change usually the amount an input must change before an output is
adjusted. The setting prevent from moving the motor back and forth constantly, heating it
unnecessarily. This input can be used to avoid continuous motor motion and wear for small
coolant temperature changes and random 'jitter' in the coolant temperature signal. What this
does is allow constant motor motion while the coolant temperature is rising, but when it peaks,
there will be no further motion unless things cool back down - which is unlikely. That is where
you would typically switch to the time-based, and the reason is that if it continues to taper the
coolant normal operating temp, SOME cars very few continue to need a fast idle possibly due to
heavy oil which is nowhere near at operating temp when the coolant gets there, plus a hot cam
with not enough idle torque to overcome the oil drag. Note that this value must be higher than
the lowest value in your IAC PWM table, or you can get strange operating results. There are
details on how to set these parameters on the MS-II configuration page. That is, leave the
'enabled' check box un-checked. The settings for these spare ports are used only if you are not
using an IAC stepper motor. Enabling them will disable the stepper motor function and your IAC
will not work. Everyone should install this jumper, even if not using an IAC stepper motor.
Connecting the wire keeps the stepper driver chip cooler. On a V3. Note that the square and
in-line steppers have different connections below. Note that if you have the wiring connected
incorrectly or if you don't know how to wire it because it is an undocumented type , wire it up as
best you can. Note that you will be able to tell which two wires connect to the same coil by the
resistance across those two wires - it will be about 30 to 50 Ohms if they are on the same coil,
infinite otherwise. Then try the IAC. One of two things will happen: The stepper motor does not
work at all. In this case one of the coil windings has the wrong polarity. To correct this, switch
the wires around on either of the coil windings to see if it helps i. If it doesn't help, switch those
wires back and try switching the other winding's green wires. The stepper motor works in
reverse , i. If you do so, simply screw it back it place by inserting it into the housing and using a
gentle pressure as you screw it all the way in generally you turn it clockwise, like a screw, to
turn it in. However setting it to "IAC Stepper Moving Only", might cause a problem with idle
speed changing from one start to another. You can test if your IAC is suitable for 'always on' by
leaving your stepper powered on the bench for 15 min or so. If it doesn't feel too hot to you,
then set it to "Always On". Apparently this is what GM does. But if you want to be safe they

should test it on the bench for 15 min or so, or monitor it closely in the car while not moving for
at least 15 minutes, checking the IAC temperature frequently with your fingers. It may get warm,
but it shouldn't burn your fingers just touching it. The default is 2. This allows for a slower
reacting stepper, but also slows the response time, and increases the heat in the stepper motor.
So keep it as low as you can, while still having reliable operation. More of the stepper settings
are described here. For some IAC stepper motors , you might need to make some adjustments
because the power resistor values may not be quite low enough for your application. This could
cause sporadic problems. That is, jumper each resistor separately, don't jumper one resistor to
the other resistor. These are the two large brown units on the BOTTOM of the board, on the end
opposite the side of the board with the 2x3 pin header typically they are marked 1R0. These
have large solder pads on each side - just jumper across each one so you get 0 Ohms across
the resistors and see if this improves operation. If it does, leave the resistors and jumpers in
place. This is very likely to be the problem for those who see the proper step commands given
in software but inconsistent response from the motor, such as requiring a restart to lower the
hot rpm after a cold start. The resistors are for protection against shorted wiring. If you short
the wiring to your stepper motor you could burn out the stepper chip, as you could many other
devices on a car by shorting them. But they are not needed for normal operation and will not
reduce the longevity of your stepper motor or of the chip. We looked at this problem a while
back and found it to be due to transient spikes that caused the chip to shutdown even though
there was no over-current. To eliminate it you need to add a filter circuit to it and tune the circuit
for your particular setup using a scope. But we don't feel this additional complexity is
worthwhile or necessary. The cap is maintaining current to the stepper in case of the current
dropping during cranking. You want the added capacitor to be as close to the stepper chip as
possible - not down on the V3 board. Unlike a cold start injector, it does not handle fuel at all,
only additional air. The fast idle solenoid is not the same as an IAC motor, or anything that is
controlled like a stepper motor. It is either open or closed. Such solenoids have been used often
in modern cars, frequently to control EGR valves. The fast idle solenoid takes clean air from the
air cleaner and allows it to bypass the
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throttle and go directly into the intake manifold. SDS sells a air bypass valve which you could
use for a fast idle solenoid. You may be able to get one at a wrecking yard. There also may be
an idle speed screw in the throttle body that is blocked by a small metal plug. Remove that plug
and you will see a conventional idle speed screw. It is easier to make fine adjustments in the
field with this screw than it is with the IAC. Where is my engine's setup? Is it emission legal?
What do the version numbers mean? How can I find my code version? What is 'tuning'? What
about automatic transmissions? How can I find out more? Where can I ask questions? Is there a
PDF of the manual? How do I purchase? How does it work? Can I do sequential injection? What
other hardware is there? What do I need? Can I buy an assembled unit? What if I can't get it to
work? What if I need ignition control? Is there a simpler piggyback version? What You Need
Where to Purchase? Support Forums MSefi. Sensor Air Temp.

